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Rare Germline Mutations



--association with intellectual disability
--timing of effect
--absence of sex differences



Recurrence Rates and Inherited Transmission in Autism

MZ concordance: 90% 
DZ concordance: 20% 
Non-twin sib recurrence: 18% 
Half-sib recurrence 6%
General population risk 1%
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3 S.D. difference between children with ASD (probands) and their unaffected sibs
Trait correlation with Attention Problems on the order of r=0.50

Parent SRS reports in the Simons Simplex Collection



1. A developmental sub structure for autism
“Grand Unified Theory”  Inheritance exerts effects via 
independent components of additive genetic liability, MOST NOT 
SPECIFIC TO AUTISM, each with its own link to early developmental 
endophenotypes which jointly give rise to the autistic syndrome
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Circulation: Overall Regulation A C Guyton, et al. Annual Review of Physiology 1972 34:1, 13-44 

https://www.annualreviews.org/doi/abs/10.1146/annurev.ph.34.030172.000305


What exactly is heritable in the causation of autism?

Courtesy, Ami Klin and Warren Jones, Emory University



Social visual engagement in infants is under stringent genetic control

Constantino et al., Nature (2017)



Identical Twins





Non-identical twins





Discovery

Replication

1. Most children with ASD are in the lower range of eye and mouth looking
2. Some children in the lower range of eye and mouth looking are typically-developing

Early eye gaze abnormalities as “necessary but not sufficient” to cause ASD

Constantino et al., Nature 2017
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Tactile sensitivity  acquired deviation in brain / behavioral development
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2. Stochastic Influences on Severity
Differential Heritability Below versus Above the Clinical 
Threshold for Severity



n=366 pairs of MZ twins

MZ twin-twin difference 
accentuates as clinical threshold 
is approached and exceeded

*****NO age effects observed

Clinical threshold

Castelbaum et al., Behav Genet 2019SRS of Higher-Scoring MZ Twin
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MZ TWIN 1

R2 = 0.16

MZ
Co-TWIN

ADOS SCORES OF IDENTICAL CO-TWINS IN AGRE

N. B. Acutal MZ twin discordance (4%)  is much rarer than presumed by families / community



N=1,294 twins and siblings with ASD, AGRE ADI-R Data



3. The Nature of Sex Effects…
…may not be what we have thought they are; two 
implications of the Female Protective Effect (FPE):

a.) The Carter Effect

b.) Risk of ASD among the Children of Sisters of ASD 
Probands…



RECURRENCE RATIO IS 3:1



First epidemiologic estimate of risk to second generation offspring:

For sisters of an ASD-affected individual, risk of autism = 2-3 x population risk (2-5%)

And not significantly elevated over that for the offspring of brothers of an ASD proband



4. Shift Happens
Background genetic variation within the normal range shifts 
the “starting point” for the deleterious effects of some (not 
all) mutations



VARIABLE PENETRANCE



Conclusions

• The strong family genetic liability to autism operates via multiple 
independent liabilities, permutations and combinations of which give 
rise to autism; in this sense autism is “fractionable” before it develops 
BUT NOT AFTER

• Autism severity is strongly influenced by stochastic influences / non-
shared environmental effects—this is true above, but not below, the 
clinical threshold

• If the components of the developmental sub structure for autism are 
not measured among CONTROL subjects (or as indexed by parental 
background traits in “shift” studies), expect erosion in statistical power 
to identify a genotype-phenotype association (or any biomarker 
association related to cause of ASD

• Framing the ASD sex bias as a function of male sensitivity rather than 
female protection has major implications for the design of future 
studies (including cell, organoid, rodent) of the effects of sex on ASD

• New approach to early behavioral intervention?: “nudging” 
endophenotypic liabilities into the safe/normative range before autism 
develops 

• Social visual disengagement
• Inattention
• Motor coordination deficits (cerebellar learning)
• ? Tactile sensitivity
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Maenner et al. MMWR 2020

Prevalence estimates were approximately

identical for non-Hispanic white and non-

Hispanic black children (18.5 and 18.3, per

thousand, respectively)

Among children with ASD for whom data on

intellectual or cognitive functioning were

available, 33% were classified as having

intellectual disability (intelligence quotient [IQ]

≤70); this percentage was higher among

black and Hispanic than white children (47%,

36%, and 27%, respectively).

Black children with ASD were less likely to

have a first evaluation by age 36 months than

were white children with ASD (40% versus

45%).

Black children with IQ ≤70 had a later median

age at ASD diagnosis than white children with

IQ ≤70 (48 months versus 42 months).

2018



• We believe these data shed light on structural racism as a driver of inequity for children 
with ASD.

• 31.3% of parents cited availability of professionals as a barrier to diagnosis. 

• Workforce capacity has long been a major challenge in the field of ASD. 

• This issue may be compounded for AA families who may be more likely than white families to live in 
areas with few ASD diagnostic specialists and also be more likely to rely on Medicaid.

• Medicaid may aggravate inequities because low rates of Medicaid reimbursement for diagnostic 
services can create challenges to supporting and maintaining a workforce.

• Thus, AA families may be suffering from a lack of available workforce related to where 
they live (as a result of structural racism in housing policy), whereas clinics serving 
these communities may be unable to expand capacity (because of structural racism in 
Medicaid reimbursement rates). 

• These issues are likely exacerbated by additional issues on the provider level including 
a lack of cultural humility and workforce diversity. Notably, a recent workforce survey 
showed that only 2% of developmental-behavioral or neurodevelopmental 
pediatricians are AA.
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Genetic relationships between Mendelian and Complex Diseases

Blair et al. Cell 2013



General Population MZ Twins, n=268 pairs 

Clinically-ascertained MZ twins, n= 79 pairs

r= 0.80

r= 0.33
r2=0.11







Points of bifurcation in Waddington’s 
epigenetic landscape


